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M ajoranized Feynm an rules
R. Kleiss1, I. Malamos2 and G. v.d. Oord3 
IMAPP, FNWI 
Radboud University, Nijmegen, the Netherlands
Abstract
We point out tha t the compact Feynman rules for M ajorana 
fermions proposed by Denner et al. are in fact a convention for 
the complex phases of (anti)spinors, valid for both M ajorana and 
Dirac fermions. We establish the relation of this phase convention 
with tha t common in the use of spinor techniques.
In [1], compact Feynman rules for M ajorana fermions have been proposed 
tha t allow simple computations in for instance supersymmetric theories. These 
are based on a distinction between the fermion number flow  along a fermion 
line, always taken to follow the direction of the arrow on the fermion line, and 
an arbitrarily assigned ferm ion  flow  tha t can be taken in the direction of the 
arrow or against it. M ajorana fermions, lacking a definite fermion number, of 
course have only a fermion flow. The assignment of (anti)spinors for external 
fermions in any process, as well as the fermion propagators, are then based 
on the fermion flow. For instance, an incoming electron with momentum p is 
assigned the spinor u(p) if the fermion flow follows the fermion number flow (into 
the diagrams) ; alternatively it is assigned v (p ) if the fermion flow is chosen to 
be opposite to the fermion number flow. The Feynman rules for the various 
vertices also pick up some minus signs depending on the relative orientation 
of fermion flow and fermion number flow. It is obvious tha t the possibility of 
formulating such Majoranized Feynman rules must be independent of whether 
the theory actually contains M ajorana fermions or only Dirac fermions.
The method described in [1] is based on the use of the charge conjugation 
m atrix C  to relate u and v :
u = C ( v f  , (1)
where T denotes transposition. Now, two remarks are in order. In the first
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place, the only properties tha t Dirac matrices have to obey are
| 7^ Y v} =  2 , (yV  =  Y0 , (yV  =  -Y k (k =  1,2, 3) , (2)
and any scattering amplitude should be (up to an overall phase) be independent 
of the particular representation chosen for the Dirac matrices : in contrast, the 
precise form of C  in terms of the ym depends sensitively on the particular repre­
sentation. This lack of elegance leads us to state tha t any result for scattering 
amplitudes obtained by invoking the charge conjugation matrix C  must also be 
provable without any referral to C  at all1 . In the second place, the Dirac spinors 
are defined by their projection operators, which we take to be2
The distinction between particle and antiparticle is simply in the sign of m. 
The only thing left undetermined by these definitions is the complex phase of 
the spinors. If an incoming electron is always written as u, this overall complex 
phase is unim portant ; but as soon as in some other diagrams the incoming 
electron is also written as v, the phase can no longer be ignored. The charge 
conjugation relation of Eq.(1) is seen to be simply a choice of complex phase. We 
shall investigate how this phase choice relates to the one used in the so-called 
spinor techniques (see, for instance, [2]). That is, we adopt two four-vectors 
ko,1M with
ko2 =  ko • k i  = 0  , k i2 =  —1 (4)
which we use to define two basis spinors u \  (A =  ± ) :
For any massless momentum q we can then construct left- and right-handed 
spinors as follows :
Many useful properties of these conventions can be found in [2] ; here, the most 
im portant one is reversal :
of the order of all Dirac matrices in r .
1F u rry ’s theorem  is an exam ple : in [3] a  proof w ithout C  is given.
2T here  is some a rb itrariness in how th e  spin vector s ought to  transfo rm  if a  spinor u  
is transform ed into an an tisp inor v. T his depends on w hether one takes s to  refer to  th e  
p a rtic le ’s angular m om entum  or to  its m agnetic m om entum . We shall sim ply tak e  s to  be 
defined from Eq.(3).
u(p, s)u{jp, s) = II (m ,p ,  s) , v(p, s)v(p, s) = n ( —m ,p ,  s) ,
(3)
(5)
(6)
«Aste) =  AiA2 M _ A 2 ('?2)rflM_Ai('?i) , (7)
where r  is any string of Dirac matrices, and the superscript R denotes reversal
2
We can now define spinors for massive fermions as well. Let pM be the 
momentum, and sM the spin vector of such a fermion. Its mass is |m|, with 
the convention tha t m is positive for particles and negative for antiparticles. 
Momentum and spin obey
p 2 =  m 2 , p ■ s =  0 , s2 =  —1 ^  (p ±  m s)2 =  0 . (8)
The corresponding spinor can be defined by
u(A;p, m, s) =  (4ko ■ (p — Ams)) 1/2 +  m 1 +  y5/  « a ; (9)
some simple Dirac algebra shows tha t this is equivalent to
u ( \ \ p , to, s )  =  —=. ( 1 -|-----iS ] u - \ ( p  — Xms)  . (10)
2 m
It is easy to check that
u { \ \ p ,  to, s )u{ \ \ p ,  to, s )  =  H(m ,p ,  s )  , ( 1 1 )
as required. There are thus two different phase choices for each massive fermion ; 
for massless fermions of definite helicity there is only one nonsingular conven- 
tion3, but at any rate for massless fermions the spinor defintion (6) is adequate.
We can now investigate the effect of reversing the fermion flow in a fermionic 
current. Let r  be a basis element of the Clifford algebra, tha t is,
r  =  1 , ym , , y V  , y5 . (1 2 )
We write for the current and its flow-reversed form :
J ( r )  =  u(Xi ;p i ,  toi,  s i)  r u ( \ 2 ',p2 , TO2 , S2 ) ,
J ( r ) F =  A1A2 m(-A2;p 2 , - w 2, s 2 ) r w ( - A i ; p i , - T O i ,  S i )  . (13)
Note th a t J F is written using r  and not r R. Using the reversal identity of Eq.(7) 
and the spinor definition of Eq.(10), it is simple to obtain relations between J  
and J F . As an example, we consider r  =  1 with A1 =  A2 =  A :
J (  1) =  u{X]pi ,  TOl ,  S i )  u { \ \ P 2 , TO2 , s 2 )
=  N  u-xi jpi  -  A t o i s i ) ( 1 +  —  i>\ ] ( 1 +  —  i>2 ) U - \ ( P 2 -  A to2 s 2 )
m 1 m 2
=  AT Ti—\ { jp \  -  Atoisi) ( —  ^ 1 +  —  j>2 ) m-a(P2 -  Ato2s2)
m 1 m 2
=  N  u x (p2 ~  A to2 s 2 ) ( — ^ 1  +  — ^ 2  ] «A(i>i -  A t o i s i )
m 1 m 2
=  -  N  u x (p2 ~  Ato2s2) ( 1 -----— ^ 2  ) ( l -----— ^ 1  ) «A(i>i -  Atoisi)
m 2 m 1
=  —u{—\ \ p 2 , - t o 2, s2) u { - X ] p i ,  - t o i ,  s i )  =  -  J ( 1 ) F , (14)
3For a  left-handed ferm ion, p^  approaches zero as m  ^  0.
3
where
N  =  (4ko • (pi — A im isi)) 1/2 (4ko • (p2 — A2m2S2)) 1/2 . (15)
Note tha t changing the sign of both A and m preserves the value of N . The 
above reasoning is based on the fact tha t between u \  and u \  only an odd number 
of Dirac matrices survives, while between u \  and w_a only an even number of 
Dirac matrices gives a nonzero result. Moreover it must be realized that, for 
the basis spinors,
( u \ u \ ) R =  W-aM-a , ( u \ U - x ) R = ~ u \ U - \  . (16)
Using all this, it is simple to derive the following relations :
J(1) =  —J(1 )F J ( ym) =  J  (ym)f
J ( yV )  =  — J ( yV ) f  J K v ) =  J K V )F (17)
J  (y5) =  —J ( y5)f
It must be noted tha t the identities (17) can also be proven directly by explicit 
traces, for instance for A1 =  A2 we have
J ( r )  a: Tr ((1 +  Aiy5) k o n (m i,p i, s i ) r n ( m 2 ,p 2 , S2 ))
but proving the identities then involves using the Schouten identity4 in many 
places. Now, the flow reversal implies the interchange of two fermions and ought 
to  introduce a minus sign in the flow-reversed current. The scalar, axial and 
pseudoscalar currents behave ‘correctly’, while flow reversal must be accompa­
nied by a sign change for vector and tensor vertices : this accords with [1]. We 
conclude tha t the correct way of implementing the effect of flow reversal for 
external fermions is
w(A;p, to, s) —>■ A « ( -A ;p ,-m ,s )  (18)
and vice versa. As to the internal Dirac structure, the rule is simply th a t ev­
ery Dirac m atrix undergoes a sign change, and the string is written in reversed 
order. In tha t case, Eq.(17) naturally arises, and also any fermionic propagator 
with numerator /  +  m is transformed into —/  +  m, in agreement with the pre­
scription tha t the momentum should be counted in the direction of the fermion 
flow. Note tha t applying flow reversal twice brings u(A;p, m, s) not back to it­
self but rather to —u(A;p, m, s). Since this holds for both external fermions in a 
fermionic current, this does not lead to any problems ; but it indicates tha t the 
charge conjugation assignment implied by the definition of Eq.(10) is non-trivial.
In closing, we want to stress tha t the spinor-antispinor transformation for 
which the charge conjugation matrix is commonly employed can also be obtained 
without it. Let us consider a spinor £ for an on-shell particle, given as simply
4In four dim ensions, £vpafl +  g ^ v £pa&^ +  g ^ p +  g ^ a €^^vp +  g ^ ^  ^^vpa _  q.
4
four complex numbers in a scheme where we know the vectors ko and k1 that 
were employed to construct it using the above spinor techniques. Therefore 
there exist A, m, p and s such tha t £ =  u(A;p, m, s). It is easily seen that 
££ =  2m, £ym£ =  2pM and £Y5Ymu£ =  —2msM, so tha t m, p and s are readily 
determined. Furthermore, A can be unearthed from the fact tha t u^£ is always 
real while u_^£ is always5 complex. We can therefore construct u (—A; p, —m, s) 
without any reference to the C  matrix. Nevertheless, in practical calculations 
(see for instance [4]) C  is probably the more computation-efficient tool.
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5E xcept in th e  singuklar case where e ither p  +  m s  or p — m s  happens to  be  parallel to  ko.
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